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Words with gh in it

Scrabble Word FinderSign for our free Scrabble Words newsletter. We will not send you spam or share your email address with anyone. We promise. All words: girl, donut, cough, eighty, laugh, neighbor, longhand, laugh, brightly, higher, straight, thoughtful, lights, Hughes, infighting, Afghan, tights, straightener, pleasure, brighten,
Brighton, scare, weighing, right, powerful, roughness, Benghazi, longhorn, delicious, outgoing, slighted, blighter, straightedge, Houghton, weighted, Agha, freight, longhair, eighth, soughing, highly, Drogheda, strongheaded, unnlightening, foretfulness, boughen, nigh, barghest, soughing, highly, Page 2 , boughten, nigher, barghest, orange,
family, twelve, silver, Godard, thirty, give, people, future, Sky, banana, Africa, Monday, office, nature, eleven, Mumbai, animal, twenty, snitch, Rachel, Friday, Father, yellow, poetry, August, broken, potato, Sunday, circle, school, breath, moment, circus, person, rare, London, energy, sister, spring, change, monkey, system, Austin, secret,
pirate, turtle, ninety, and mother The largest free Does not include all plural forms of six letter words. Found 5771 words containing gh. Browse our Scrabble Word Finder, Words With Friends cheat dictionary, and WordHub word solver to find words that contain gh. Or use our Unscramble word solver to find your best game possible!
Related: Words that start with gh, words that end in gh Scrabble Words With Friends WordHub Crosswords In this lesson we look at the difficult -gh-letter pattern. I've included a video, a spelling test and a pronunciation guide to really help you with these delicate words. The video has all the pronunciation sounds below. We use -gh- in
very common words like: well, right, girl, weigh, cough, brought, enough and we use it in common letter templates: -ough, -augh-, -eigh-, -igh-. But why do we have these stupid words? And how do you remember how to pronounce and spell them? This has to do with the history of gh. These are very old Anglo-Saxon words and we used to
pronounce the with a hard h like the Scottish loch, (see video) But then the Frenchman invaded and added a g to the h to reflect the u h sound. We leave the gh in there to show the origins and history of the world. -ough-a seven sounds. Read this sentence: Have you thought enough about this? Sometimes the at the end is silent
sometimes a f--sound about it. Check out the video below oo - too much through off - coff cough auge uff - cuff enough, rough, hard oh - toe paste, though, although, ow - how bough u - uh rounding, deep or - or bought, brought, fought, nought, forged, thought ... well, through, thorough, thought video -augh- normally sounds like or, door/n
- girl sleeps a, naughty, slaughter, taught, haughty, but laughing is pronounced with a long or short 'a'- 'laff' or -eigh- normally sounds like ay, say, day - eight, neighbor, weigh, weight, sled, but height rhymes with bite! -igh-sounds like i in tie - high, sigh, thigh, light, delight, view, could, night, right, tight, flight Let's do a spelling test. There
are nine sentences. I'll say them about four times, the first time fast to get the sense then slowly. Do you have a pen and paper ready? Remember if I'm going to pause the player too quickly. Answers 1. I bought a nice pair of boots for my daughter. 2. He thought his flight was at eight o'clock at night. 3. Have you given enough thought to
that? 4. My noisy neighbour/neighbour (AmE) keeps me up all night and I've had enough. 5. In London, I live in the borough of Westminster and it is difficult to find cheap accommodation there. 6. Joanne has been teaching me spelling for eight months now. 7. My children make me laugh most of the time, but not when they are mean. 8. I
coughed all night so I bought cough medicine, but my throat is still rough. 9. This is the last sentence and I want you to be thorough and check carefully, even if you may think it's right! You may be able to remember this in the sound groups: borough / full cough/restless night/view/flight eight/weight/neighbour... Try different ways that are
right for you. I hope this has been helpful, let me know Joanne P.S. If you want to know The Reasons Why English Spelling is so Weird and Wonderful Click here for more information on this. Common words using gh - Y7 G7 User created David's cough list has a bad cold and cough. The movie laughed hilarious, I haven't laughed so
much in ages. The path was rough and rocky. Hard This meat is far too hard to eat. high birds fly high in the sky. sled The kids enjoyed the sled ride. sigh The bored girl gave a strong sigh. thigh The upper part of a leg is called the thigh. naughty Put this naughty child to bed early. Graphic We created a linear graph for geography. The
thief was caught red-handed. Daughter The daughter of a king is called a princess. Is there enough space in the car for me? This list of public words was created by a Spellzone user: . This sentence was added by a Spellzone user. We have 94 words starting with GH. If you are looking for a word definitions starting with the GH then check
out our words below. These are useful for Scrabble and other puns. G-GAGBGGGDGEGIGJGLGGNGNGGRGGGWGYWordScrabble® PointsWords with Friends® Pointsghawazi2323hatherkin1516ghostly1414ghastly1414ghosted1
212ghrelin1113ghillie1113ghanian1113ghattis111ghanese1112gharial1112ghettos111111WordScrabble® PointsWords with Friends® PointsWords with Friends® Pointsghazi1818ghyll1213ghost9ghole910ghoul911ghess99ghent910ghast99ghats99ghees99ghana910WordScrabble® PointsWords with Friends®
Pointsghrf11111gheg910ghee88ghat88WordScrabble® PointsWords with Friends® Friends® weedghost townghost wordghost-writeghost-writerghostlikeghostlinessghostghostgotghostwrittenghulishrishGhoulishly ghrelinsghostwritingghostitesGhostologieghostlessesghosthotsthostshostwritersghostsghost gumghost danceghatti
gumGhastnessgheber ghebreGhedda waxGhegstlinessghastlinestharriesGhanian monetary unitGhastfulghastlierghastliestgherkinsghetto blasterghettoizeghettoizedGhibellineghilliesghettoizeghettoesghettoeghettoedghettoisesGhanaianSCRABBLE® and WORDS WITH FRIENDS® are the property of their respective trademark owners.
Ces propriétaires de marques ne sont pas affiliés à Crossword Solver 3-Letter Words (2 trouvé) trouvé)
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